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Executive Summary 
Food Wise was a project created by Group 17 to study the barriers that prevent food 

recovery programs from expanding and to obtain the perspectives of food waste and recovery 
from members of the foodservice industry and consumers. With this in mind, we aim to expand 
existing food recovery programs such as Community Angel Food Runners (CAFR). Our 
project’s objective is to strengthen the connection between the hospitality/foodservice industry 
and the Greater Vancouver Food Bank, where GVFB receives surplus food from hotels/caterers 
and redistributes it to those in need, thus decreasing food waste. Our inquiry question aims to 
explore the barriers present in expanding food rescue programs, and whether Food Wise can 
continue after LFS 350.  

In order to gather information on the food waste issue, we first emailed all of our 
potential stakeholders: hotels and catering companies, in order to receive their opinion and 
feedback on food rescue, as well as existing food rescue/exchange programs, such as CAFR, 
Quest and Directions, in order to understand their structure, difficulties and interest in 
expanding. We also interviewed 12 consumers to hear if they would support businesses that 
donated food. Through these interviews, which consisted of open-ended questions specifically 
designed for each stakeholder being interviewed, we found that 10 out of the 12 consumers 
were supportive of food rescue and 4 of the 5 hotels/caterers interviewed were concerned with 
improving food security and reducing food waste in Vancouver. They showed interest and were 
supportive of Food Wise’s goals of expanding the food rescue network. They also expressed 
interest in potentially donating their surplus food to food rescue programs if they had the time to 
implement it into their corporate culture. 

Some recommendations we came across from our findings were to implement a food 
waste tax, which would create a disincentive for food service businesses to throw away excess 
food, and instead donate it. We also had the idea of creating a Food Wise certification program 
which certifies food service companies that are donating surplus food to food rescue programs, 
giving them a logo to put on their advertisements, which would give them positive PR and 
increase sales, incentivizing them to donate. In addition, we would like to continue raising 
awareness around the Food Donor Encouragement Act. Lastly, we suggested to create a “trial 
run” with the CAFR and a stakeholder in order to determine the viability of Food Wise in the 
long-run.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Introduction 
Background and Context 

Whether eating out at a restaurant or preparing food at home, Vancouverites waste over 
“100,000 tonnes of edible food [and] beverages” each year (Chan, 2015). Abdulla et al. (2013) 
purport that “the largest contributor to food waste is the consumer,” as “more than 50 percent of 
the estimated CAD27 billion worth of waste that ends up at landfills” (p.138). In addition, food 
insecurity is prevalent in Vancouver, as Dietitians of Canada (2011) reports “7.7% of British 
Columbians are considered food insecure” (p.3). They report that food insecure households 
face restraints from low income, lack of knowledge for food preparation, mobility, and 
purchasing power (p.3). In Metro Vancouver alone, 26,500 people visit the food bank on a 
weekly basis (GVFB, 2015). According to the Greater Vancouver Food Bank (2012), their food 
rescue program the Community Angel Food Runners (CAFR), saves about 400 tonnes of food 
each year. This amount only accounts to 4% of food that is thrown out each year in Vancouver. 
Directions, a drop-in centre for homeless and at-risk youth in Vancouver, works with CAFR to 
collect food donations, and then uses this food to create meals for those in need (Culbert, 
2015). Phillips et al.’s (2013) research shows that creating strong links between donors and 
food banks will allow them to effectively communicate and work together in making sure food is 
picked up consistently and on time. Building a schedule and creating a strong bond between 
these two stakeholders is what will allow food rescue to expand. We also hope to further involve 
the entire community, making nonprofits, those in need, food services and their consumers all 
aware of food rescue and its benefits. 
 
Significance: About Food Wise 

 Food Wise is developed by Group 17 to explore the setbacks to expanding food 
recovery in Vancouver, by collecting the opinions of consumers and community members on 
using food rescue to address food insecurity and waste. Our project is based off of Vancouver’s 
Food Strategy, which aims to meet the social, environmental, economic, and health goals in 
Vancouver (City of Vancouver, 2015). Our project hopes to assist them in achieving a 
sustainable food system with community partners, improve access of healthy and affordable 
food for all residents, and empower residents to take action on food waste management.  



 
Figure 1: Food Systems diagram of Food Wise  
 

 
Figure 2: A detailed Food Systems diagram of Food Wise 



Objectives 
The long-term objective of Food Wise is to improve food security and decrease food 

waste by increasing the amount of donations from food service companies to food banks, which 
would in turn decrease the amount of waste generated by these retailers. However, in order to 
do this, Food Wise needed to conduct research to obtain information on the barriers to 
expanding food recovery, and ultimately what can be done to address these barriers.  

 
Limitations 

Quantifying the average food waste from our food industry partners such as hotels and 
caterers becomes an inaccurate task due to the large variation depending among the events. 
Restaurateurs even told us they did not know the amount of food that they lost in each event 
and could not make an accurate prediction. Also, we might not be able to test whether Food 
Wise’s long-term objective is effective in reducing food waste in Vancouver due to time 
constraints.  

 
Inquiry Questions  

● What are the barriers to expanding food rescue programs in Vancouver?  
● How can these barriers be addressed in order to expand food rescue?  
● Why are some food businesses not interested in participating in food rescue programs?  

 
Research Methods  
 

 
Figure 3: Timeline of our Community Research and CBEL  
 
 

 

Timeline of our Community Research and CBEL Learning 

Week 1--4: Conducted online research on the food waste and food security issues in 
Vancouver, as well as, food rescue organizations and food service businesses 

 

Week 5--7: The Food Wise team sent out emails, along with the consent form, to 
potential stakeholders to request an interview with them. The questions were in the 

progress of being formulated 
 

Week 8--12: Set up in-person interviews with community members who responded 
back, and then attended the interviews. Sent questions to those who could not meet 
in person. We interviewed Wescadia, Directions, a volunteer with Quest and AMS 
housing, Marriott Hotel, and Savoury Chef Foods (via email). Completed any final 
research needed, interviewed Angel Food Runners (via email) and 12 consumers, 

and met up to complete our final report and presentation. 
 

 

 



 
Data Collection Methods and Procedures  
 During weeks 1-4, we began our project by conducting research to explore Vancouver’s 
situation with food waste. We wanted to find food recovery organizations in hopes to learn about 
their successes and difficulties in creating their program. Additionally, we read scholarly papers 
to understand the situation of food waste in Canada, and to gather information on solutions to 
reducing food waste and improving food security.  
 From weeks 5-7, we sent out emails to set up an interview date with the stakeholders, 
and we formulated questions specific for each stakeholder. We emailed Directions, Quest, 
CAFR, and 12 stakeholders. Some questions and responses can be found in the Appendix. 
Finally, we interviewed 12 consumers on whether they would support restaurants that donate 
their food compared to restaurants that do not.  
 During weeks 8-12, we spent time attending interviews. We had 3 styles of interviews: 
email, phone, and in-person. For the email interviews, we sent our stakeholders the questions 
we made in weeks 5-7 along with the consent form. Three organizations were interviewed via 
email and one through the phone. For the phone and in-person interviews, we set up a time to 
contact them/meet up and then used our questions as a guideline. We realized that in-person 
interviews are more fluid, as we had the opportunity to ask additional questions and to answer 
any questions our stakeholders had for us.  
 
Data Analysis  

For the interviews with stakeholders, we aimed to analyze and categorize their 
responses into 3 sections: supportive, not supportive, and no answer. When stakeholders 
expressed interest towards donating surplus food, or our project Food Wise, they were 
classified as ‘supportive.’ When stakeholders were not interested in donating surplus food, we 
classified them as not supportive. Lastly, stakeholders are classified under no answer when 
they did not reply our emails. In similar fashion, we analyzed and categorized the responses of 
the consumers into 3 sections as well: not interested, do not care, interested. 
 
Ethical Considerations 
 During our interviews with the stakeholders and consumers, we did not take any pictures 
or record anything without permission. A consent form was provided for the stakeholders to sign 
before starting the interview. We also kept the name of the consumers and stakeholders 
confidential unless we were given permission to use their name to protect and respect their 
privacy. We did not push our stakeholders to answer any questions they did not wish to answer.  
 
Findings and Results 
The Main Findings Of Conducting Online Research 

From our online research, we found numerical data on the cost food waste production in 
Canada and the estimated amount of food thrown out each year in Vancouver. We found Quest 
and Directions, which have similar objectives as our project in aiming to collect edible surpluses 
through food donations. We discovered a charitable organization called Angel Food Runners 
which provides a transportation service for picking up donated edible leftovers from restaurants 



to food banks. Lastly, the most important finding was Bill 10, a law which prevents donor liability 
if their food causes sickness.  
 
The Main Findings Of Interviews With Stakeholders 

During our interview, Erin Nichols from CAFR mentioned that the cost to pick up and 
transport food has been a major factor that restrains their program from expanding (personal 
communication, November 25, 2015). Through interviewing Quest and Directions, we found a 
common challenge: they do not receive donated food consistently and there is not enough 
funding. Mette Bach of Directions said they are always looking for more nutritious donations 
(personal communication, October 27, 2015). From our interview with Kelly Davis of Quest, we 
discovered people are unaware of the existence of food recovery programs in Vancouver 
(personal communication, November 22, 2015). We found that Quest is short of volunteers, 
which caused the discontinuation of their community kitchen. From interviewing our 
stakeholders, we found that many were unaware of Bill 10 except Wescadia. Wescadia stated 
that donated food is a social venture that does not generate profit so its priority is low. The 
supportive stakeholders are interested in the certificate that states their company as a donor. 
Speight states that the certificate could be used publicize the food waste concern, as well as, 
encourage the restaurant to manage their waste better (D. Speight, personal communication, 
November 10, 2015). 
 
Qualitative Data Collection 

As shown in Table 1, about half of the food service businesses we interviewed are 
supportive towards our project. Table 2 indicates that most of the potential consumers we 
interviewed are interested in our project. 
 
Table 1: Results of support in Food Wise from the stakeholders 

 Supportive Not Supportive No Answer 

Hotels (4) 1  3 

Catering Companies 
(6) 

3  3 

Restaurants (2) 1 1  

 
Table 2: Results of interest in supporting restaurants that donated food from the 12 consumers  

Not Interested Do not Care Interested 

0 2 10 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Discussion 
Significance and relationship of data to our project 

Our data shows that there are food businesses concerned with food security and waste, 
and are interested in donating food. This shows that our objective of getting more donations is 
feasible. In addition, most consumers we interviewed were supportive. Our interview data 
addresses our inquiry question on the barriers preventing food rescue expansion. These include 
high costs of trucks/fuel, lack of funding, shortage of volunteers,  and the unawareness of Bill 10 
by some food services. In addition, our data from Quest showed that there is a lack of 
awareness of existing food rescue programs. Finally, another barrier we found is that 
restaurants are deterred by the idea of having to spend time setting up a system and following 
the food safe requirements for donating food. One restaurant even admitted that business was 
their one priority. They explained they are not interested in implementing anything sustainable 
due to money and time constraints (Restaurant A, personal communication, November 19, 
2015). One main way is to get more funding. Erin Nichols mentions that the CAFR is affiliated 
with Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH), which gave us the idea to suggest more funding to come 
from the municipality (personal communication, November 25, 2015). Other solutions include 
getting more volunteers, spreading awareness of Bill 10 and the existing programs to the public, 
and finally creating an organized, concrete system that is easy for food services to join.  
 
Connections between findings and Literature 
 In Stuart’s (2012) Global Food Waste Scandal, Stuart provided an overview of the level 
of food waste taking place in developed countries. Food Wise explores food waste in the 
hospitality industry. We discovered from interviews that the level of food waste in food service 
businesses are high and needs to be addressed in a sustainable way. We learned from Ernesto 
Sirolli’s (2012) Want to Help Someone? Shut up and Listen!, and listened to the opinions and 
concerns of our stakeholders before making suggestions on how they should change. 
Additionally, like Phillips et al.’s (2013) research on creating strong links between donors and 
food banks, we found from our community members that it is essential to build strong bonds 
between the two parties. This would allow for an expanded network which will in turn allow more 
resources to flow into the program, and help it grow. Our findings also support the concept of 
Asset Based Community Development. This concept says that solutions should be a community 
effort and come from multiple kinds of community members, and our project addresses this by 
involving consumers, food service providers, and nonprofits in our research. Our findings also 
show that building strong relationships will add to the success of food rescue by allowing 
nonprofits to form a strong system with donors (Cunningham & Mathie, 2003).  
 
Findings Interpretation  

Overall, our findings show that there is strong interest from consumers in food rescue 
and supporting food services that participate donations, as long as it does not affect the meal 
cost. Food businesses were the only stakeholders that had some varying perspectives on the 
project. Some were less supportive due to unawareness of Bill 10 or existing organizations, 
worry of liability, not having enough time to implement or enough incentive to participate. We 



can see from interpreting our findings that Food Wise has a strong potential to succeed due to 
the overall support, however, there are some challenges that need to be addressed. 
 
Limitations of the Methods and Improving Food Wise 
 Due to the time constraint to complete our project, there are certain limitations to Food 
Wise. Although we approached a decent number of community partners, we did not receive 
responses from all the stakeholders we planned to contact. This prevented us from obtaining 
different points of view from every stakeholder. The email interviews may not be entirely 
genuine responses because they are more structured and ‘from the site.’ Our interviews with the 
consumers may be biased, as many of the consumers were friends. To improve our project 
design, we should focus on in-person interviews. We should also interview random consumers 
to prevent bias on Food Wise. 
 
Conclusion  

Food Wise has shown that community members are really concerned about food waste 
in Vancouver. After presenting our food waste reduction plan to our stakeholders, we realized 
that 4 out of 5 of the hotels/caterers and most consumers interviewed were supportive of Food 
Wise, and would like to see change in the way surplus food is repurposed. We concluded that, 
in the past, little effort was used to establish a connection between the foodservice industry and 
food rescue programs due to cost and lack of time. In order for food rescue programs to  
expand, they need more support from hospitality businesses and overall funding. With regards 
to food security contributions, Food Wise discovered that the lack of awareness regarding Bill 
10, potential cost of implementing a sustainable program in hotels or restaurants, business 
priorities, and lack of fundamental infrastructure within the CAFR were the major barriers 
preventing the flow of donations and expansion of food recovery programs. 
 
Recommendations 

We would suggest the City of Vancouver to implement a Food Waste tax, as it would 
create an incentive for food companies to donate their leftovers to food banks, especially for 
those companies who make business their first priority. We were recommended to continue our 
certificate idea, as it will help promote the good deeds done by the company to the public, and 
will bring them more business. David Speight of Wescadia suggested raising awareness around 
Bill 10 to encourage consumers and companies to donate their food to food banks without 
hesitation or concern about being liable for causing sickness (personal communication, 
November 10, 2015). Lastly, we suggested to create a “trial run” with the CAFR, a food bank, 
and a stakeholder in order to determine the viability of Food Wise in the long-run. We want to 
see how consistent the CAFR work to pick-up a stakeholder’s surplus food and how efficiently it 
gets delivered to a food bank.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Critical Reflections  
“S” 

What? Overall, I came to realize the roadblocks that prevented major projects from taking place, 
including; lack of awareness, information and willingness to help. Aside from the roadblocks 
within the project, time restraints were a major concern, especially when the all the members 
have 3-4 other courses to worry about. This had a direct impact on the interviews we could have 
done and the contacts we could have reached. Moreover, we believe it could have been a lot 
harder to progress without the FL sessions, as critical decisions and brainstorming session took 
place within a time when all groups members were able to meet.  

So what? Prior to starting a project, major consideration has to take place in order to determine 
if the objective is feasible within a given time, also, take into consideration as many “what if” as 
possible. In the case of our project, we didn’t realize the major lack of awareness regarding Bill 
10, even though it was established in 1992, this became a major barrier,and lead us to change 
the scope of our project. 

Now what? Based on the experience and positive feedback we gathered, Food Wise will 
continue. However, as a group we came to realize that our project scope should change to a 
smaller community such as UBC, where we would aim to connect the AMS food bank, catering 
companies and UBC food services, to decrease food waste and increase food security among 
those students/clients that depend on the campus’ food bank. 

“S” 

What? CBEL allowed me to connect myself with the food service community and identify food 
waste and food security issues in Vancouver. As for the flexible learning sessions, I felt it was 
essential to have them because it gave our group an opportunity to discuss and plan out the 
progress of Food Wise each week on our own. The process of completing the project was a 
rough road. Each member had different priorities and schedules to fulfill, but we learned to 
adapt to everyone’s schedules through communication. Overall, I what I wanted to gain from 
Food Wise was experience in collaborating with community partners to complete a semester-
long project, and in working in a team with unfamiliar colleagues.  

So What? In the beginning, I thought that Food Wise would not be of any interest to the 
community. This mindset was probably developed because the idea of working on a semester-
long project sounded dreadful and overwhelming. CBEL has allowed me to step out of my 
comfort zone in meeting and speaking with people I am not familiar with. Food Wise has even 
made me aware of how much food waste I contribute on a daily basis.  

Now What? Through our interviews with community members, I came to realize that Food Wise 
has great potential to expand after the completion of LFS 350, due to the vast support from our 
interviewees. If any of my colleagues plan to continue building Food Wise, I would be more than 
happy to input my ideas and help it succeed! 
 



 
 
“M” 
What? This project really opened my eyes to a major issue that I had never really considered 
before. It was also rewarding to work on something that has so much community support and 
interest, and potential to grow. I really appreciated having the flexible learning sessions, as they 
gave us time to do group work and plan our interviews. These were the times we made the 
biggest steps forward in our project. I especially enjoyed carrying out the interviews and learning 
first-hand from the different stakeholders about their perspectives of food rescue. I had never 
carried out research interviews before, so this was a helpful learning experience.  

So What? The project really taught me how much passion and work needs to go into 
implementing such a major program with multiple stakeholders and community members. 
Building a concrete, organized system requires people who are willing to put in the time and 
effort, and it proves difficult to find people like this today in our busy world. 

Now What? Building more awareness is the next biggest step, as we need to make sure 
businesses are aware of food rescue and the benefits it has. I see strong potential in our project 
being successful, and I am very interested in continuing to work on it after the course is over. I 
believe that implementing our idea of the certification program could have strong benefits to the 
program and could really allow it to expand. 

“S” 
What?  Unlike in a normal lecture in a university setting, LFS 350 gives us an amazing 
opportunity of the CBEL project which allows us to actually go out and do work in the 
community. Overall, I believe that the CBEL project has really allowed me to take the knowledge 
that is gained from academics and really transfer and apply it to the community. 

So What? The integration of academics and the community is rare in our education system but 
it should be more common as it certainly bolsters and enhances our learning experience 
tremendously. Our CBEL project has really allowed us to have an understanding of our 
community in terms of the issues that have been brought up, and it gave us valuable experience 
in hands-on community work.  

Now What? I have participated in a previous reading week CBEL project and Food Wise was 
nothing short of what I expected. I have realized how valuable CBEL projects are to my learning 
and would certainly participate in future reading week projects. Also, seeing as how successful 
our project has become and how each one of us has learned so much from participating in this 
project, it is almost certain that we will continue our work and development of the project of 
Food Wise. 

“J” 
What? The CBEL project allows me to take my academic knowledge outside of the scope of 
LFS 350 classroom.Throughout the project, I came to realize the issues regarding the 
generation of avoidable food waste in the catering industry, as well as the need to raise the 



public’s awareness on community food security. Most importantly, I learned that with more 
people in our community being involved, our project could become more successful in both 
reducing food waste and improving food security. The flexible learning sessions provide 
opportunities for us to plan and discuss our project together as a group, and they also give us 
time to interview with our stakeholders and potential consumers. 

So What? The flexible learning sessions are necessary because many of our significant 
progresses had been made during these sessions, such as the finding of Food Donor 
Encouragement Act. The flexible learning experience is challenging for me as I had been used 
to work with the people I know; however, I found it quite valuable as we usually do not get much 
this kind of learning experience in a university setting.  

Now What? I now feel more comfortable to work with the people I am not familiar with. Seeing 
the potential our project has to become successful, I am interested in continuing our project 
after the end of LFS 350. 

 
“R” 
What? The CBEL project provided me with a great opportunity to reflect on the food security 
knowledge and theories I learned from LFS courses, and apply them on real life situation. In 
order to success in any community-based projects, using reliable academic findings as 
guideline is truly helpful. Community-based experiences in field can also reflect to the academic 
literature on what is feasible and what is not in specific environment. 

So What? I always overlook the perspectives and needs from specific stakeholders when I am 
trying to solve problems. Now I realized that to address “what people want to do” is more 
important than just telling them “what is the right thing to do", because if people do not have 
passion about our project, we are not going to success. 

Now What? In the future, I will look at a food related problem from different perspectives before 
coming up with any suggestions or solutions. I hope I can carry on the Food Wise project even 
after this course is finished. I feel there is a great opportunity to expand the scale of food 
recovery in Vancouver. I will definitely try to contact with more stakeholders and connect them 
with the Vancouver Food Bank. 

 

Appendix--interview Questions and Responses/Notes: 

Community Angel Food Runners (Erin Nicols) 
1. If allowed to tell us, what other establishments are currently partnered with food 

runners. I can’t give out those names. There are grocery stores, caterers, hotels, food 
processors, community gardens and restaurants.   

2. what are some past/current or future difficulties or setbacks, regarding the food 
runners program? The distance that is travelled to pick up small amounts of food. 

3. According to 2 chefs previously involved in similar waste management programs, 
the pick up schedule was not consistent? The Food Runners program has scheduled 



pick-ups which assures donors that the driver will be there  and we also have by request 
pick-ups—which gives donors flexibility. 

4. Can you expand/explain why? Also, does expanding the program seem viable? 
what is/are the major issue? lack of capacity, infrastructure, interest , etc.? We are 
not considering expanding at this time. We have discussed including non-perishable 
foods and charging for delivery. The program is a costly to run—vehicle maintenance, 
fuel,  and staff time. 

5. Can we contact a establishment currently involved in donation? This may be 
possible. 

6. How is your program being funded? private donations, government funding etc. 
We are funded by Vancouver Coastal Health and by general donation to the Greater 
Vancouver Food bank. 

7. Is there currently enough food flowing into the food bank, would an increase in 
partners create overflow? Not all food is equal. We would like to see more nutritious 
food and less low nutrient foods. For the most part food picked up through the Food 
Runners is nutritious. In 2014 37% was produce, 29% was entrees, 14% was bread, 9% 
sandwiches, 7% baked goods and 4% other foods.   

8. Do you know of any other organization connecting the food from 
banquets/caterings to the food bank? Community Angel food Runners is a program of 
the Greater Vancouver Food Bank. The Kelowna Community Food Bank was running a 
similar program to Food Runners, You can call them at 250-763-7161. 

https://www.foodbank.bc.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2015/11/GVFB_Community_Report_2015_Online.pdf  
---------------------- 

Wescadia (David Speight; November 10) 
- David plans to partner with a food bank organization in 2016 because it is one of 

Wescadia’s goals in achieving sustainability 
Question: We learned from UBC catering that you have implemented an organization-
wide recycling, composting, and food donation program. How did you create this 
program and how does the program work? 

- He utilized the AFR and Food Bank; donated surplus food after every Canucks hockey 
practice 

Question: What difficulties has your program encountered? 
- During a hockey practice @ Rogers Arena, he knows how much food he used and 

bought 
- Different at Wescadia because he doesn’t know the amount of food waste generated 

 
David also suggested us to look at these programs: Rock it and Wrap it Up (started with 
musicians and game stadiums; would not participate if the venue doesn’t donate their surplus 



food; bridged venues with food banks, The Food Recovery Network (student run), Lean Path 
(cooks weigh waste before throwing it out; manage food better before making it) 
 
We asked David what he thought about our long-term goal of creating a certificate that shows 
the public that a restaurant is participating in donating their food to charities.  
David’s response: “How do you make sure people are following the regulations?” 
 → Check to see how much they donate each week or ask the food bank how much they have 
received from the company 
 → David thinks implementing a certificate is a “brilliant idea” because it adds value to the 
company and it gets the message across/brings awareness to educate the public 

- David believes people may be are ignorant because they do not know about Bill 10 
- David’s experience with AFR: says they’re consistent, concerns are dealt through phone 

calls, flexible with food pick-ups 
 → setbacks for affiliating with AFR: distance between food bank and UBC is far (would require a 
large food accumulation before they come to pick it up → waste of space at the restaurant to wait for AFR 
to come), David suspects the AFR to not come to UBC daily 

- David hopes to start something with UBC Food Services 
-Why isn’t UBC affiliated with the Food Bank? 
 → Priorities 
 → Food Bank is more of a social aspect → business is more important 
**David believes culture will change how we view food 
---------------------- 

Savoury Chef Foods  
1. We learned from your company's page that you have implemented an organization-
wide recycling, composting, and food donation program. How did you create this 
program and how does the program work? 
There are many resources these days you can reach out to. Most of the larger waste collection 
 / recycling collection companies also offer green waste composting. I believe that by law, most 
restaurants / food operations must do this no? 
It works just like any of our other collections. Picked up on a weekly basis. Just like your home. 
The team members know how to separate garbage from recycling, to green waste. All in 
different bins, and it's divided up as such in master bins on our premises. 
We donate to Covenant house and RainCity Housing. For Food donation programs. Our 
company has very little waste and leftovers so this is not as frequent. 
2. What difficulties has your program encountered? 
No difficulties at all. 
3. Approximately how much food does your program rescue for donations and how 
much is recycled or composted? 
Very little donations as we don't have much waste. Our company is a made to order type of 
 company - where we do not keep that much inventory on hand that we will not sell to our 



customers. The green waste are items we cannot use in our kitchen, as us cores of fruits, peels, 
or items that are paste the freshest time to serve. 
4. One of our project's long-term goal is to create a certificate that shows the public 
 this restaurant, hotel, or catering company donates their surplus food to food banks. 
What are your thoughts and would you be interested in this idea if it was implemented?  
I am happy to look at it. As mentioned previously we don't have much waste at our operation 
 and are very aware of this. 
5. How do you make sure that your food can be safely distributed to the public? 
 Is it difficult to do so, and have you ever had to throw away some food due the failure to 
comply with the food safety regulations? 
Any reputable food service environment must follow the guidelines and laws of the Vancouver 
Coastal Health food program. We get inspected frequently, and all of our team members 
understand what safe food handling is. We do not have much of an issue at all with this as 
everyone that works with us is very responsible, and have food safe certificates. 
---------------------- 

Directions (Mette Bach [Head Chef]; Oct 27th, 2015) 
1. What do you know about the meal program? How did it begin (did you contact the food 
bank or did the food bank contact you?)  
Going on for at least a few years, back and forth. 
2. What places do you get most of the food from? 
Restaurants and banquets, don’t normally know where food comes from. Some boxes labelled 
3. What kind of food? 
Cake and desserts, single serving bars to hald a pork roast, potatoes, pasta, not consistent 
4. How is packaged? 
Tin foil trays 
5. How do you coordinate with Angels? 
Not predictable… Thursdays and Tuesdays. Window of 4 hours, between 12 and 4pm. 24 hour 
centre  
6. Difficulties and achievements? 
No difficulties!!! Very positive! 
7. Health regulations and potential liability? 

- Food safe, refrigerated vehicle 
When receive donation, always someone to take them in to put in fridge. Freeze if not used right 
away. Emergency food 

- We are liable because we are the ones serving 
8. How nutritious are the meals? 



Balanced meals, chicken and potatoes and veggies. 
9. Is it hard to make full meals from the food you get? 

- 10% of food from food runners, rest is bought 
- Frees up time for other things   

10. How consistently do you get food?  
Once a week 
11. How much food do you take in each day? Each week? 
About three treys a week, varies a lot!!! 
12. How many meals do you make each week? How many people do you serve? Can you 
expand? Does your kitchen/storage limit how much food you can take in each week? 
Up to 80 people per night, but right now at about 50 and 60 but fluctuates. Could definitely take 
more food. Save prep and cooking and money!!! Budget per youth .85 cents per meal. Very 
small!!!! High gratitude level 
13. If there were more restaurants participating, would you be able to take in more food? 
Yes!! We are always looking for more donations, as they reduce the amount of food we need to 
buy, and we have a very small budget! Also would allow us to feed more people.  
---------------------- 

Interview with Kelly Davies, volunteer at Quest and past worker at Wescadia Catering. 
Nov. 22nd, 2015 

- Quest is BC’s largest not-for-profit food exchange programme. 
1. What places do you get most of the food from? How is it transported? 

- Quest has trucks and arrange to pick up from donors 
- Mostly volunteer run but have staff of around 30 who are paid but everyone started volunteering 

first 
- This past January don’t give volunteer gift certificates anymore 

2. What kind of food? 
-mostly non perishable foods 
-also get bulk frozen chicken and some produce, but could use more 
-local suppliers, whole foods, retailers 
-can always use more supplies 
-could use more fresh fruits and veggies 
-could use a community garden 
3. Quest would love to expand (always looking for more donations!) 
-Vega protein supplier 
4. Health regulations and potential liability? 
Covered by BC food donors encouragement pact 
Quest can sell things that are just past best-before date 
5. How consistently do you get food?  everyday 
6. How much food do you take in each day? Each week? 
Can get me touch with someone 



  
20 to 30 more clients per day being classified as eligible to shop at Quest 
In 2014, over 29,000 people per month got food from Quest and $8,003,081 in food and products were 
donated by 167 food supplier partners. 800,308 pounds of quality food were diverted from landfills. 
  
Quest’s 3 core values: 
-reduce hunger with dignity 
-build community 
-foster sustainability 
  
- Quests gives tax receipts to all food donors (added incentive to donate?) 
- Food Recovery Network—US rescue program that has certification program (Kelly thinks this should be 
brought to Canada) 
- Kelly started volunteering in July, once a week. 
         -worked in community outreach, getting highschoolers to volunteer 
         -inventory 
- Quest’s Community Kitchen stopped running because they did not enough volunteers 
Community enganged learning at UBC…. 
  
Kelly’s experience at catering events: 
Compost even full treys of food 
Staff connot take it home because staff would not serve chicken because they wanted to keep it for 
themselves 
  
2013-started to notice food waste Issues against food rescue: 
Liability issues, also need to set up volunteers and get system started 
Potential to encourage with certification 
Wescadia in process of rebranding so could use it 
- have booth at Quest, want to reach out and partner but everyone is so busy  
- People are just not educated on what is going on with other organizations  
AMS Food Bank 
-save on donates 
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